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Some Assembly Required

How a conventional boatyard developed an unconventional,
profitable sideline involving shorthanded offshore racing yachts.
by Paul Lazarus

Above—Maine Yacht Center general
manager Brian Harris makes rigging
adjustments during a regatta, on the
bow of a Class 40 (12.2m) performance
sloop. Harris and his crew at the
Portland yard specialize in finishing and
refitting these and other shorthanded
ocean racers.
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f you were to visit Portland’s Maine
Yacht Center (MYC) during the offseason, as I did one frigid Monday
morning in December last year, you
probably wouldn’t see anything out of
the ordinary. At least, not at first.
Entering the yard by car, on the
right you’d pass a representative
assortment of production power and
sailing craft stored close together in a
secure fenced area, all of them shrinkwrapped for the winter and lined up
like soldiers in formation. Next, on
the left, there’d be spars stacked one
above another on a freestanding rack
under its own small gable roof; this
structure is erected annually along a
section of the yard’s property line.
Opposite the spar rack, you’d park in
the shadow of MYC’s looming,
heated, steel-framed and -skinned

storage-and-repair building, which is
filled with boats every winter now; no
vacancy. Administrative and brokerage offices are housed in a generous
addition to the waterfront elevation of
this big building. Meanwhile, a dedicated lounge area for marina customers, similar to airport admirals’ clubs,
stood as empty of people as the
marina slips and mooring field out
front were of boats.
The only clue suggesting something
out of the ordinary here was a poster
pinned to an interior wall in the short
passageway between the yard’s reception desk and the office of the general
manager. That poster—a photograph
shot from a low-flying aircraft—shows
an Open-class 60-footer (18.3m) during
a major singlehanded round-the-world
race, caught in the act of reducing sail

Thierry Martinez, courtesy MYC
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nearly to bare pole in high winds and
nasty seas. The date is 2007, the location unidentified, and the scene—with
spume flying off wavetops everywhere
in the frame—looks like digitized
scale-model special-effects made for
a Hollywood movie. Except it’s fullscale and real: an offshore sailor’s
nightmare.
In a word, “crazy” is how MYC
general manager Brian Harris characterizes what that poster captures.
Widely regarded as the most skilled
and experienced outfitter and refitter
of classed raceboats in the shorthanded/offshore culture in North
America, Harris knows whereof he
speaks. He has developed oceancapable racing yachts into a significant sideline for this urban yard.
Typically, during the winter months,
several of these boats are in their cradles along the rear wall of MYC’s
main storage building (an additional
pair of inside-storage buildings are
nearby but off-site), where Harris and
members of his crew erected a minimal
mezzanine to more efficiently work
on them. You have to walk the full
length of the 50,000-sq-ft (4,645m 2)
building before three or four classed
shorthanded boats in various stages of
refit, repair, deconstruction, or finishing out come into view.
Harris doesn’t advertise or otherwise promote the yard’s services in
this particular market niche. Serious
sailors seeking to buy a brand-new
raceboat of the type, or to refit or
repair one, have found Harris and the
Maine Yacht Center mostly “by word
of mouth,” he said. It’s a small market; there simply aren’t many people
on this side of the Atlantic (versus
Europe and especially France, where
shorthanded ocean racing is very popular) willing to place themselves in a
scene similar to the one depicted in
that poster. But for those who feel up
to the challenge and are not deterred
by extreme conditions, and also have
the money or sponsorship or both,
then Harris-at-MYC has established
himself as the go-to guy. He is to an
ambitious ocean racer what a crew
chief is to an elite NASCAR driver.
Harris has never undertaken a
shorthanded-raceboat project on
speculation. That would be contrary
to his management credo in the boatyard business, which he expresses as
the practice of “extreme fiduciary
responsibility.”

The racing yachts generate a steady
revenue stream for the yard, as well
as enhancing its technical reputation,
since Harris brought his raceboat
expertise with him when he hired on
at MYC a decade ago.

T

o date at MYC, Harris has focused
on two types of boats among the
half-dozen classes, sorted by size, in
the expanding international monohull
fleet formally engaged in shorthanded
ocean racing: the Open 60 and the
Class 40 (12.19m).
	Besides being the biggest of the
breed, the Open 60 is also the most
technologically advanced, with hull
and deck construction typically fea
turing vacuum-bagged, oven-cured
carbon fiber prepregs sandwiching
Nomex core. Virtually every 60 currently on the race circuit has a canting
keel; daggerboards and rudders are
also carbon. Prior to joining MYC,
Harris spent seven years as a project
manager and shore-crew specialist on
six different European-based, sponsored Open 60 campaigns that participated in four around-the-world races,
six transatlantic races, and two successful transoceanic record-breaking
attempts. This period in his professional

Above—Class 40 first appeared, as a
defined one-design, in Europe in 2004.
Among racing classes in this niche
market, the 40s achieved seemingly overnight popularity, though their success in
the States has been slower to take hold.
Top—An Open 60 (18.3m) at speed.
Maine Yacht Center is currently refitting
the boat for its next campaign. This class
represents the apex predator of shorthanded ocean racers.
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Early on (2006), Harris arranged for
Maine Yacht Center to be the
licensed U.S. dealer for a Marc
Lombard–designed Class 40 model
called Akilaria. At the time, it was
one of only two production boats in
the fleet. MYC now sells the thirdgeneration Akilaria, known as RC3.
Left—The progression of sail plans,
from first (RC1) to third generation.
Below—The upper row of body
sections belongs to an RC3; the
lower row, an RC2. Readily evident
changes include the RC3’s greater
buoyancy forward, coupled with a
more pronounced, higher chine.

courtesy Marc Lombard Yacht Design Group

life took him all over the planet,
immersing him not only in new construction, refits, and modifications but
also the responsibilities of maintenance and logistics for boat, crew, and
components, including spars, rigging,
water ballast systems, hydraulic canting keels, electronics, communication
equipment, and composite structures.
Generally speaking, Open 60s have
a history of getting recycled—but only
if hull and deck and, one hopes,
appendages and spars are still sound,
and the existing hullform is considered reasonably competitive. Since
coming to MYC, Harris has continued
to work on a select few Open 60s,
thoroughly refurbishing them for a
next life under a new name. During
my visit, Harris et al. were preparing
an Open 60 for the 2016–2017 edition
of the Vendée Globe, a singlehanded,
nonstop round-the-world race of attrition exclusive to Open 60s. Sailed
every four years without assistance,
it’s often described as the ultimate test
in ocean racing. Skipper Rich Wilson,
whose Great American III had been
prepared by Harris at MYC for the
2008–2009 edition of the Vendée
Globe, said before the race that simply finishing the event would be a
victory. And so it was: Wilson, the
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sole American and oldest sailor in a
starting field of 30, came in ninth of
the 11 finishers. The Open 60 currently at MYC, Great American IV, is
again a Wilson project and, like his
earlier one, requires a total refit of a
previously campaigned boat.
Shortly before Harris began his tenure at MYC, a new class of smaller
shorthanded ocean raceboats called
Class 40 had officially formed, initially
in Europe. The timing was fortuitous.
Class 40, as a concept, appealed to
Harris, as it apparently did to a host
of yacht designers, bluewater sailors,
and others like Harris, passionate
about shorthanded ocean racing but
desiring greater accessibility and
affordability than is to be found in the
big-boat classes.
Although the governing body for
Open 60s prescribed certain size para
meters, called a box rule, the 60s and
their closest kin, Open 50s (15.24m), are
basically unrestricted development
boats; thus, the technological arms race
that characterizes these classes. By contrast, the group of designers who organized an association to formalize Class
40—also a box-rule boat—deliberately
specified less exotic construction materials and equipment technology. Class
40s have foam-cored fiberglass hulls,

fixed-keel steel fins, and steel-rod
standing rigging. Such specs, along
with the smaller size, help limit the cost
to the buyer, resulting in an interesting
mix of professional and skilled-amateur
sailors. Regarding size, the Class 40
strikes a happy medium between topof-the-line 60s and, at 21.3' (6.5m) overall, the smallest shorthanded ocean
racing class, referred to as Mini Transats.
The Class 40’s success came virtually overnight: only two years after
the first classed 40-footer—a custombuilt boat currently stored at Maine
Yacht Center—appeared on the Euro
pean race circuit, no fewer than 25
Class 40s gathered in St-Malo, France,
for the 2006 edition of the prestigious
Route du Rhum transatlantic race to
Guadeloupe, in the Caribbean. Mean
ing, at its inaugural international competition, Class 40 outnumbered all
other classes, monohull and multihull
alike. What’s more, those two-dozenplus boats amounted to less than half
the number built and registered to
that point—promising signs for the
prospects of this new class.
Harris, in attendance on the St-Malo
waterfront for the start of that race,
got his first good look at the Class 40
fleet, and could sense his near future
at MYC.

courtesy Maine Yacht Center (BOTH)

An Akilaria RC3, left, and an Open 60, right, in the slings of Maine Yacht Center’s Travelift. The hulls exhibit a striking similarity. An
Open 60 carries a canting keel (carbon blade, lead bulb); the Class 40, a fixed keel (steel blade, lead bulb). The 60 also deploys
carbon daggerboards forward; a Class 40, none.

H

arris “retired” from Open 60 campaigns for a reason: the demands
they placed on his private life had
become unsustainable. He loved the
boats—fast, exciting, technically complex; but Harris’s wife, a primaryschool teacher, made it clear that,
after a half-dozen years of his campaigning raceboats, she wanted him
to settle down so they could start a
family. Hence Harris’s move to the
MYC job, a success story in its own
right (see sidebar, page 64).
While the occasional Open-class
refit or repair might present itself at
MYC, the advent of Class 40 offered
an unexpected opportunity of a different sort. Class 40s, perhaps not as
sophisticated as an Open 60 or 50,
are nevertheless bona fide oceanracing machines. Having witnessed
firsthand, in St-Malo, the remarkable
response in Europe to this new class,
Harris realized he could stay in the
game by helping to grow Class 40 on
this side of the Atlantic—at the Maine
Yacht Center.
So he actively sought a design and/
or builder that he felt would suit his
situation at MYC. At the time, circa
2006, the Class 40 population comprised mostly custom or semi-custom
craft, including a few built of plywood. Harris settled on one of only
two production models then available,
an early entry called Akilaria, created
by veteran ocean racing-yacht designer

Marc Lombard. His eponymous naval
architecture firm, based in La Rochelle,
France, has developed a diverse portfolio in power and sail, with emphasis
on the latter and weighted heavily
toward offshore raceboat designs in
multiple classes for mono- and multihull categories.
Harris was already familiar with
Lombard’s work, having helped campaign an Open 60, ex-Sill, designed
by Lombard. Harris: “I helped get that
boat, re-branded as the first Hugo Boss,
ready for the 2004 Vendée Globe, as I
recall. Very fast boat. I liked a lot of
its design features. I didn’t know
Lombard. Never met him. In fact, I’ve
still never met him. But I felt like I
had a connection to him.”
Harris continued: “Also in 2006,
when I was eyeballing the fleet in
St-M alo, I liked what I saw down
below on an Akilaria. You could
stand up, put your pants on. There
were bunks, real bunks. There was a
V-berth. There was a little galley area.
It was far from a cruising boat, but it
wasn’t a stripped-out shell of a raceboat either. At the time, that wasn’t
the direction the class was going in. I
was thinking a Class 40 would be
easier to promote … if it had some
amenities. But pure raceboat is what
they’ve evolved into now.”
We’ll step aboard an Akilaria at
MYC shortly—after a bit more background about the boat’s build.

	Lombard’s firm had arranged that
an Akilaria’s principal components be
sourced from three independent vendors located in three different countries. The high-modulus steel keel and
lead bulb are manufactured by a
foundry in France. The autoclaved
prepreg carbon fiber spars, initially
made in France, are now made in
Romania. RC1-version (first-generation)
boats had Corecell-cored fiberglass
decks and structure, and balsa-cored
glass hulls. RC2 and RC3 versions
(second and third generation) are all
Corecell foam. The boats are fabricated
in Tunisia; those composite parts are
infused with vinylester resin in female
molds, using the SCRIMP process.
Harris signed up to be the United
States distributor of Akilaria Class 40s,
but not before he’d carefully analyzed
the economics of importing the boat’s
major components into the U.S., paying special attention to one vendor
that was key to his plan for assembling
and finishing Akilarias at Maine Yacht
Center: the Tunisian production facility
called MC Tec. According to Harris,
the company was started by a group
of French expatriates who’d worked
together as project managers at
another Tunisian composites facility,
building powerboat parts for Monacobased Wally Yachts. “Over the years
MC Tec has become an industrial
fiberglass job shop that makes shower
stalls, pipes, parts for bus bodies and
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courtesy Maine Yacht Center

An Akilaria hull under construction at
MC Tec, in Tunisia. Harris orders the
bare hull and deck (with installed
structure) from this plant; the separate
parts get shipped to Maine Yacht Center
for finishing. RC3 Akilarias, made with
vinylester resin–infused E-glass, are
Corecell cored throughout.

other customers. That’s probably 85%
of their business. It’s a big plant,
maybe a hundred Tunisians working
there. Over in the corner: this little
boat thing going on. Not just
Akilarias. During my latest visit they
w e r e pr o du c i ng t h e f ib er glass
V-bottoms for Zodiac’s recreational
RIBs. And before that, a wild-looking
26' [7.9m] runabout designed by

VPLP. [VPLP/Verdier, of France,
designed and engineered Comanche,
the big carbon raceboat that was the
cover story in Professional Boat
Builder No. 153.] Anyway, I’m getting
quality parts from MC Tec. Nice tooling. Good workmanship.”
Arriving at MYC from MC Tec,
after traveling from Tunisia as deck
cargo, are a bare hull, bare deck, and

“structure,” by which Harris means
main bulkhead and stringers. What
ultimately goes out the door at MYC
is a fully finished boat ready to race.
“We’ve done a lot of modifications to
all of the boats, right here,” said
Harris. “We’ve diverged from the standard plans. At times, custom modifications were undertaken by MC Tec in
Tunisia, but mostly we executed all
changes and custom work at MYC,
where we could control the process
from start to finish.”

O

ne surefire way to appreciate a
Class 40’s deep draft—critical to its
ability to carry sail in open ocean—is
to walk up to one in its cradle, with
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An Open 60’s keel and rudders receive a
“fluor” coating job in the dedicated paint
booth at Maine Yacht Center. Keel depth
is 14.75' (4.5m), compared to 9.8' (3m)
on a Class 40.

courtesy Maine Yacht Center

the lead bulb almost at floor level.
The cockpit sole would be about 10'
(3m) overhead. Looking up, you’d see
the shallow underbody of a planing
hull, complete with chine (clearly
defined if a newer model).
When Harris sailed a Class 40 to
Charleston, South Carolina, last fall,
on a delivery, he pulled into the only
marina in the area with enough water
depth to accommodate the boat.
That’s where Harris happened upon
the 100' (30.5m) Comanche, whose
draft is more than twice as deep as a
Class 40’s, tied up at the same marina;
she was en route to a rendezvous
with the cargo ship that would transport her to Australia to compete in the
Sydney–Hobart Race. As Harris had
commented to Tim Hodgdon after
visiting the Hodgdon yard during
Comanche’s construction: “I would
say the offshore racing sailboats we
are messing with at MYC are first
cousins to the boat you’re building—
but much smaller, much simpler, and
much less expensive.”
It’s a fair comparison. The overall
hull shapes are strikingly similar; both

the supermaxi Comanche and a Class
40, like the Volvo Ocean Race boats
that also share that generic shape, can
outrun marine photographers chasing
them in an outboard-powered centerconsole. But that shape also makes
these raceboats wet for the crew sailing

at speed in a seaway. On a Class 40,
the wet ride for the helmsman is something Harris has been trying to alleviate
with the new RC3 Akilarias he is assembling, as well as older Akilarias (RC2,
RC1) he is refitting for new owners.
What exactly are we talking about
here when we say “assembly” or
“refit”? Let’s start with the former. We’ll
mount the stairs to the mezzanine,
where Class 40s at MYC are arranged
stern-to, Med style, and step over a
transom into the cockpit. From back aft
as we look forward into the minimal
deckhouse, a Class 40 feels like the
bare-metal interior of a short-track
stock car, a late-model sportsman, say,
a vehicle fabricated by a speed shop
and bearing little resemblance to a
consumer sedan produced in an automobile assembly plant in Michigan.
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A look inside the little house of a latemodel Akilaria. Harris was attracted, right
away, by the comparative habitability of
an Akilaria—versus other Class 40s he
eyeballed in Europe back in 2006. A
stock Akilaria lends itself to being set up
as a fast cruiser, although all MYC’s
Class 40 customers to date, Akilaria or
otherwise, prefer an all-out raceboat.
Maine Yacht Center

together by Maine Yacht Center. For
hull and deck, MYC installs the majority of all the hardware, including sail
drive, keel, rudder bearings, ballast
scoops, and through-hulls. Ditto, the
steering system, which includes twin
rudders with solid stainless steel stocks,
again per class rules, and laminated,

Starting From Scratch
W

hen Brian Harris was hired to be general manager of
Maine Yacht Center in 2005, the business was a start-up.
Its owners had only just begun to develop the property—a
tight fit of limited open space tucked behind the venerable
B&M Baked Beans plant, a local landmark in Portland,
passed by thousands of daily commuters on busy Interstate
295. The yard’s owners—on paper, an oil services company
headquartered in Louisiana—first had the shorefront
dredged to create an 80-slip marina. The initial version of
that infrastructure was devastated in a coastal spring
storm—fortunately, few boats were damaged, since it
occurred prior to the start of the marina season.
The owners also contracted site work to prepare their
property (it’s in an older mixed-use residential/commercial
neighborhood) to become a boatyard. The contractor
graded and paved an outside storage space, and
erected a pre-engineered steel building for heated
inside-storage, with an addition facing the waterfront, for unspecified administrative offices.
Along comes Harris, who—after seven years
of globe-trotting as a professional project manager behind the scenes for campaigned Open
60 (18.3m) shorthanded racing yachts—had just
decided to leave the ocean-racing circuit behind
him. For a period of eight years prior to that
intensive stint, Harris ran a successful small
Brian Harris guides a hand truck carrying a bronze
propeller across the concrete floor of Maine Yacht
Center’s principal storage-and-repair building. The
yard’s raceboat shop is located in the rear of this
50,000-sq-ft (4,645m2) structure.
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varnished tillers port and starboard on
early versions and a centerline tiller
on later versions, along with adjustable stainless steel footrests for support when heeling.
Mast—stepped on deck—and rig, in
its entirety, are set up here. Harris has
relocated the backstays to terminate
on the topsides quarters, which he
believes provides a better angle for
them than the transom hard-points
installed in Tunisia.

boatyard (storage for 75 vessels) in Biddeford, Maine,
south of Portland, where, as half-owner, he was the managing partner on site. He emphasized customer service,
exercised strong fiscal control, fostered a crew capable of
substantial refits and repairs, and instituted a modest boatbuilding program that notably included production of a
semi-custom fiberglass version of N.G. Herreshoff’s
Alerion, a storied daysailer circa 1912.
Fast-forward to Maine Yacht Center. Upon arrival,
Harris was confronted with an unfinished boatyard facility
he’d had no hand in planning, a wrecked marina, no staff,
no boats, no business. But the owners were behind him
from afar, with financial support. Under Harris’s direction,
the existing infrastructure was completed, and even
expanded to include additional inside storage nearby. The
marina, able to accommodate yachts to 150' (45.7m), gets
storm protection from a well-designed floating concrete

Peter Dennen, courtesy Myc

In many respects, the raceboat-works
at the rear of Maine Yacht Center’s
storage-and-repair building operates
like a speed shop. The aesthetic of a
Class 40, down below, is stark functionality: framing reinforces fiberglass
skin, for cagelike structural protection,
and instrumentation of one kind or
another abounds everywhere you
look. Harris, who decides the placement of all that equipment unless the
boat’s owner has specific preferences
about what goes where, calls this kind
of ocean racing “sailing by the numbers.” Meaning, the skipper is constantly reading instrument readouts to
guide his or her adjustments of sail
trim and course—as opposed to sailing
by “intuitive knowledge” and telltales.
As stated, Harris typically orders an
absolutely bare Akilaria and completes the boat at his yard. There are
published specifications itemizing a
stock setup of an Akilaria Class 40 put

breakwater. An 80-ton Marine Travelift and a launch well
for it were put in place. Harris hired staff, 25 in all: on the
technical side, he has project managers experienced in
composites (and advanced composites), boat carpentry,
marine systems, and electronics, with enough crew to
undertake a full menu of repairs and refits. MYC’s main
building has a compliant paint shop within, and can handle
a 75-footer (22.9m).
Ten years from start-up, and through a major recession,
MYC was at full capacity. Moreover, the business was
cash-flow positive. The specialty of the house—Open 60
and Class 40 shorthanded ocean racing yachts—has also
been profitable. Harris never asked the yard’s owners for
permission to develop that particular enterprise at MYC;
he didn’t have to.
Harris’s education and employment history prepared
him well for his role at MYC. He has crewed on a tall
MYC puts in the water-ballast tanks,
per class rules, along with watertight
inspection hatches. The interior: pipe
berths that adjust via block-and-tackle
to angle of heel; settee bunk flats; storage lockers; nav station; freshwater
tank; bilge pump; and marine head (a
portable toilet). Engine installation
(a Nanni 3-cyl, 29-hp/22-kW diesel)

ship, completed the yacht design program at The Landing
School, and attained a bachelor’s degree in applied
physics, in that order. He has worked in the Annapolis,
Maryland–based yacht design practice of Jay Benford, and
as a yacht rigger at Bass Harbor (Maine) Marine, where he
rigged customers’ boats, and rigged and maintained The
Hinckley Company’s charter fleet.
Numerous offshore yacht races and deliveries have
taken him transatlantic, up and down the East Coast, and
around the Caribbean—to say nothing of crewing aboard
sailing vessels on passages in the Pacific and Atlantic
oceans. He holds a 100-gross-ton U.S. Coast Guard captain’s license.
Maine Yacht Center’s owners were not interviewed for
this article. But I have to believe they’re awfully glad
Harris answered their help-wanted ad for a manager.
—Paul Lazarus

with associated hoses, hardware, fuel
tank, and gauges. Fitted soft goods
for settee, berth cushions, and sails.
Engine control lever, alcohol stove,
pushpit on the transom for antennas.
The entire electrical system. And of
course, commissioning: barrier coats,
paint, anticorrosion bonding, mast
stepped and rig tuned, launching.

All the above is just the base boat.
An extensive list of options includes
autopilots and sailing instruments, a
robust computer system, navigation
software, and then all the bits and
pieces that make a seagoing sailboat
fundamentally fit to race, at the very
least; or better still, tricked out. Harris’s
list ranges from a second alternator
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Courtesy Maine Yacht Center (BOTH)

Left—The cockpit area of an RC3 Akilaria, unfinished except for the coaming, shown freshly modified by Maine Yacht Center to
improve comfort and better protect the helm in ocean conditions. Right—The same cockpit complete with hardware, instrumentation, and rigging gear. A Class 40’s level of sailing sophistication is clearly suggested by this photo of the boat’s nerve center—
even as a static display.

and a “performance running rigging
package,” to his recommended groundtackle package and an Iridium satellite
phone with passive antennas.
Maine Yacht Center’s full list of
standard Akilaria specs plus options,
amounting to the proverbial “whole
nine yards” of fit-out, is similar to

printed brochures that productionboat dealers provide prospective buyers, except MYC is ordering and
installing most of what, ordinarily, the
boat’s builder—not its dealers—is
responsible for completing and signing off on, as an original equipment
manufacturer, or OEM.

A

refit is a more variable animal.
One good example is the project
that MYC completed last spring of a
custom-built Class 40 designed by the
U.K.-based firm Owen Clarke, which
also provided engineering services for
MYC’s refit. The objective was to
lighten the boat and make it more
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Courtesy Maine Yacht Center

Owen Clarke Design, Courtesy MYC

Above—As part of a major refit on a custom-built Class 40,
MYC replaced a rigid bowsprit with an articulating one.
The boat and the new bowsprit were designed by the U.K.
firm Owen Clarke. Left—Class 40 expert and enthusiast
Merf Owen drew the new arrangement and engineered
the structure; MYC executed the complex changeover.
Note the bobstay detail on the lower stem.

competitive. MYC performed the refit
during the winter of 2013–14 in preparation for the Route du Rhum race
that November, followed by the
Atlantic Cup in May.
For the refit, MYC installed a new
articulating bowsprit built in South
Africa, coupled to a custom bearing built
in New Zealand; installed a new car
bon mast made by Axxon Composites
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in Romania; removed lead from the
keel bulb due to the refit’s weight
savings, and fabricated a composite
cone to retain the as-designed bulb
profile; modified the water-ballast
system’s plumbing and installed a
custom-made high-volume pump. In
addition, MYC built custom cored
hatches; installed new self-aligning
upper rudder bearings; applied new

nonskid paint to the deck, cabin
sole, and cockpit, and race-finish
antifouling paint to the bottom and
appendages. Finally, as a result of
global weight savings achieved in
the refit, MYC performed a new 90°
stability test, as required by class rules.
The new bowsprit cited above
involved a structural “nose job” on the
boat’s stemhead, drawings for which

Courtesy Maine Yacht Center

are shown on the facing page. A Class
40 stability test is pictured at right.
Mentioned earlier, Harris has been
working to solve the wet-helmsman
problem that all the ocean raceboats
of modern “wedge” design suffer to a
greater or lesser degree, and that is
basically governed by boat length—
sort of. The longer the boat, the farther
the helmsman is from spray thrown up
by a plumb bow with little-to-no flare
in the forebody.
Harris said the Marc Lombard design
office added curvature to the “chin” of
an Akilaria RC3, which improved
buoyancy near the bow but moved the
bow wave and spray back, closer to
the cockpit. So, borrowing a page
from a few recent Open 60s—fitted
with a custom lightweight roof extension that slides on a track mounted on
the cabintop and featuring an integral
clear-plastic bubble for visibility—
Harris has tried to adapt this detail to
the Class 40 boats MYC assembles or
refits. He even traveled to Tunisia to
create mock-ups on Akilaria deck tooling at MC Tec, but was disappointed
with the resulting part fabricated

Class 40 rules stipulate a 90° stability test. Here’s one being conducted at MYC to
ensure the boat’s compliance after the boat was worked on at the yard. The man at
the masthead is reading a load cell near his feet on the dock.

there, as well as with alternative fabrications attempted to date at MYC.
He hasn’t given up, though. In the
meantime, he’s added height to a
Class 40’s cockpit coaming for better
back support and for spray/water
protection. Harris said that making
the helm position drier and more

comfortable greatly reduces fatigue
during ocean passages. “The ergonomics of the driving position,” he
said, “that’s really what we focused
on from a design perspective. It’s why
we decided to modify these things.
The longer you can drive, the more
comfortable and dry and secure
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you are in the driver’s position, the
more you’re going to drive—and
the more you drive, the faster you
go.” An alert human, Harris insists,
always does a better job helming the
boat than any autopilot.
s of this writing, the number of
registered Class 40 boats is in the
low 140s worldwide. That’s a large
number in the realm of shorthanded
ocean racing. “You can join the class
without owning a boat,” Harris said,
“but you can’t get a hull number if you
don’t own a boat…. When 46 Class
40s show up on the start line of a
transatlantic race, it’s incredible.”
Some Class 40s are chartered out,
which helps their owners with boat
expenses, particularly if they can’t
afford to take time off for the longer
race events. Some boats are sponsored. And, as with Open 50s and 60s,
Class 40s might get recycled. One of
the Akilarias currently undergoing a
refit at MYC, for example, is a versiontwo (RC2) boat.
At about the time of the 2008 recession, Merf Owen of Owen Clarke

billy black

A

Class 40s racing. Many newer boats are designed to heel onto their chine and stay
there. The class as a whole boasts a remarkably good safety record, considering how
fast the 40s sail in open ocean. All modern bluewater raceboats of this wedge-shape
shallow-hull type, however, tend to be very wet in a seaway.

Design, an enthusiastic shorthanded
ocean racer himself and one of the
earliest designers of a Class 40 boat,
helped organize a “demo days” event
in Rhode Island. “We were trying to
raise awareness,” said Harris, who
also participated. “Took people out
for test-drives. That was back when
many of us thought there was going
to be more interest in the Class 40 in
the States. We’d get them to buy

boats, and grow the class. But success
never really happened. We came to
that realization. The financial meltdown was a major factor.”
The Rhode Island demonstration
event was timed to coincide with the
Newport stopover in a popular series
of Class 40 races known as the Atlantic
Cup, the sole Class 40 race held in the
United States (currently home to only
14 Class 40s, two of them California
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boats). In 2012 the Atlantic Cup had a
very large fleet because of Class 40
participation in Europe. The Euro
pean boats first raced doublehanded
from France to the Caribbean. Then
in May they delivered their boats to
Charleston, where the
Atlantic Cup begins.
From there they race
To read about
doublehanded to New
racing an
Open 40, visit York City, and doubleProBoat.com.
handed again from New
York City to Newport.
In Newport, they race round-thebuoys fully crewed on Narragansett
Bay. From Newport they head to

Courtesy Maine Yacht Center

Class 40s dockside at MYC.
Number 127, an Akilaria
RC3 completed at MYC,
won the Pineapple Cup in
Jamaica this past March,
finishing second overall (to
a “mini” maxi) and first in
class among the 40s; Brian
Harris sailed as navigator.
The 40 shown under sail on
page 59 is No. 127.

Quebec City, for the Quebec-to-StMalo Race, held every four years. The
latter race lets the European boats race
home to complete the circuit.
In 2012, Maine Yacht Center rafted a
transient fleet of about six Class 40
boats en route to Quebec. The presence of so many sponsor-branded,
brightly colored raceboats in the water
at his yard was a true treat for Harris.
Even so, the fact that he was unable
to generate local press coverage frustrated but did not deter him. He conducts sailing clinics on Casco Bay
from time to time, when a critical
mass of Class 40s presents itself. And

he continues to embrace the virtues
of the class.
“Class 40s have a pretty good safety
record,” he said. “No capsizes. No catastrophic keel failures. Dismastings
are rare. The boats are amazingly
strong, much stronger than the crew
that sail them. The class has done a
good job at maintaining the box rule.
They’ve gone to great lengths to
make sure that, for example, a versionone Akilaria remains competitive
with version three.”
About the Author: Paul Lazarus is
Professional BoatBuilder’s senior editor.
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